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Abstract. In this research, we propose a chat system that makes it easy
to convey nonverbal information by adopting the Japanese Manga style.
Characters in the chat systems play roles as agents of users to express the
users’ emotional states. However, even if whatever the characters have
faces and aspects, users are required to select the appropriate emotion of
the character not to give an unexpected impression from the illustrations.
It is very troublesome for users to choose manually various emotions at
each message during their chat. So we focus on the the Japanese Manga
style and make an attempt to reduce users’ burdens.

1 Introduction

Online communication is widely spreading and tools of online communication
become diverse, for example e-mail, chat system, remote meeting system, dis-
tance learning, and so on. There are also varieties of proposed tools on chat
system from conventional text-based one to graphical one that agents in place
of users talks in virtual space[1][2].

By using embodied character in chat system, the users obtain messages by
watching embodied character’s appearance as well as by reading plain texts. So
these chat systems with visual components are expected to serve as a human
interface to transmit nonverbal information more easily than conventional text-
based systems.

Characters in the chat systems play roles as agents of users not only to express
the users’ emotional states or intentions which cannot be displayed by a chat
message. As the result, it becomes clear what meaning the user implies for the
chat messages. On the other hand, even if whatever the characters have faces
and aspects, the system have to serve a same atmosphere to users who obtain
information through the characters’ chat. Therefore, users are required to select
the appropriate emotion of the character not to give an unexpected impression
from the illustrations. It is very troublesome for users to choose manually various
emotions at each message during their chat. So we should reduce users’ burdens.

In this article, we propose a chat system that makes it easy to convey nonver-
bal information by adopting the Japanese Manga style. A Japanese Manga has
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many methods to visualize and to transmit information such as directions of a
character’s eye gaze, signs placed in background and an arrangement of frames
in the 2-dimensional plane.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we will describe the prob-
lems about existing tools to output records by the comic style and related chat
systems to support conveying nonverbal information. In section 3, we explain
how our system supports emotional chat. We will show the experimental result
on whether users can add nonverbal information to chat messages intuitively
in section 4. Finally, we will discuss some conclusions and our future steps in
section 5.

2 Related Works on Transmitting Nonverbal Information

The way to transmitting the nonverbal information includes emoticons, smileys,
pictographs, and avatars. Emoticons and smileys are a combination of charac-
ters and the sign that can be employed to express a user’s emotion. They are
commonly used at the end of a sentence in e-mail, chat conversations, and even
bulletin boards.

Pictographs and stamps are used as a picture on cellular phones and instant
messengers[1]. Pictographs have various types, such as those expressing emo-
tional states, or those depicting animals, plants, and buildings. Additionally,
there are also varieties of proposed tools to support online communication in-
cluding in chat, instant messengers and online games. Users can employ avatars
as their agents in these systems. An avatar has a human-like body that can easily
express the user’s emotions as well as emoticons and pictographs can do.

These expression styles play an important role in expressing a user’s emo-
tions and intentions more accurately in text communication. Many expression
styles have already incorporated communication systems. Instant messengers are
applications that enable the members logged into chat with one another. Lat-
est instant messengers allow users to exchange messages containing pictographs,
animations and sounds.

Microsoft Comic Chat is a chat system that users can use various kinds of
characters[2]. In this system, characters are drawn with various actions and a
text balloon in the each frame according to user’s selection. Users can choose a
character and its emotion from the emotion wheel that is a circle with four axis
expressing eight emotions. Users input a message in the text box and choose
a particular expression, and then the character with the expression, the back-
ground image, and the message in a balloon are drawn in a square frame. A
balloon is fixed at the upper area of a frame and the characters are drawn at
the bottom area automatically.

ComicDiary is a system that creates a personal diary in comic style [3]. Users
can exchange their individual memories to a comic automatically. ComicDiary
adopts comic style as an expression form and focuses on the story constitution
from introduction, development, turn, to conclusion, based on user’s actions
in visiting an exhibition hall. The system automatically chooses components
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including in words, characters and backgrounds from the component database
and makes a twelve frames comic. On the other hand, users cannot touch plot
development nor can users choose the component, e.g. the character’s emotion.

Emoticons, smileys and pictographs can convey nonverbal information but
users accordingly use particular expressions because there are too many kinds
of options and it requires troublesome tasks to select a expression. There are
the same problems in the Microsoft Comic Chat. The interface of the Microsoft
Comic Chat is inconvenient for users to determine an expression appropriately
and imposes the burden. Furthermore, the sequence of frames with characters is
too simple, and the size and the shape of the frames are fixed, so it is difficult
to understand the total direction of the conversation.

Thawonmas et al. proposed a system to summarize player experiences in online
games as a comic style based on the player’s game log [4]. This system divides the
whole play into multiple intervals called scene based on game events and game
characters’ actions such as talk, change of viewpoint. Then the system determines
the shape and the size of a frame based on bordering frames and the scenes
automatically. The result comics have various shapes of frames so that users can
obtain a feeling of rhythm and story line from the screen composition. However,
this system uses capture images of the game inside a frame and automatically
determines the rendering composition. Therefore users have no space to reflect
their intentions and emotions in this system, too. Additionally, only balloons and
capture image are just arranged in a frame. In contrast to this, Japanese Manga
has many methods to visualize characters emotion or situation, and to transmit
information using directions of a character’s eye gaze, signs placed in background,
shapes of balloons and an arrangement of frames in the 2-dimensional plane.

Based on the above discussions, we aim to develop a chat system that conveys
emotional information intuitively and appropriately by applying the Japanese
Manga style.

3 System Framework

3.1 Goal

Our goal is to realize the chat system incorporated with the Japanese style comic,
“Manga”, and to analyze how the system influence a chat. In the Manga, the
layout of texts and pictures conveys variety of information as well as themselves
convey. Manga has many rules to visualize and transmit information. The frame
that is one of basic components of Manga consists of pictures of characters
and backgrounds, balloons, signs like aggregate of lines, texts and so on. The
combination of a heavy line is the frame and the sequences of the frames drawn
in 2-dimensional plane are Manga. The arrangement of frames has temporal
meanings to lead readers to the next frames according to the story. Fig.1 shows
the typical sequence of frames. This is Japanese comic style. Readers start from
the upper-right frame and read to left of the same row. Then, readers return to
rightmost frame of one frame below. Authors can lead readers’ gazes and can
express emotions, inflections, atmospheres and times by arrangement of frames.
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Fig. 1. The typical sequence of frames in Japanese comic

Authors draw a comic using the numerous onomatopoeic, the signs expressing
emotions or feelings such as cold sweat or anger, the camerawork, the balance of
black and white, and lines that give the feelings of stringency or brightness. These
can also transmit a wide variety of information by size and the arrangement of
the components in a frame. We adopt these methods to the chat system.

Our main target is the persons who can understand how to read Manga.
Manga is popular throughout the world especially among young people. In Ger-
many, Japanese comics has sold over 10 million copies in 2008 and the market is
second to France in Europe[5]. On the last page of most of Manga sold in other
countries such as America, France and Germany, that is the first page of books
in these counties, an attention that a reader is starting at the wrong end of the
comic and explanations how to read Manga are shown using an illustration like
Fig.1 [6][7][8]. Many people in these countries become familiar with the culture,
so this system can apply partially in other countries.

In the remainder of this section, we will propose the Manga style chat system
that appends nonverbal information to the exchange messages.

3.2 System Overview

Let us consider a pair of persons A and B to explain our chat system. We denote
user A’s character by character A and user B’s character by character B. The
overview of the characters is shown in Fig.3. Users can choose which character
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Fig. 2. The example of arranged frames

they use but they cannot use the same character at one time. These characters
have four kinds of emotions that are ‘the ordinary’, ‘the happiness’, ‘in trouble’
and ‘in thinking’.

3.3 System Structure

Our chat system is constructed of a server and a client connected to a network.
Users start this system then the window comes up as shown in Fig.4.

The main space displays the frames with pictures and chat message. After user
A inputs a message in the field of the message box and clicks the emotion but-
ton, the information is sent to the computer of user B. The emotion buttons are
also the submit button. The clients of user A and B illustrate a frame which
includes the character A’s picture expressing the selected emotion and the bal-
loon with the chat message in the main space of both clients. The example of
inserted multiple frames is shown in Fig.5.
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Fig. 3. Characters in Manga-style chat system

3.4 Emotions of Character

We performed a preliminary search to investigate which emotion users wanted
to use. Experimental subjects are six Japanese college students. They ordinarily
use a smiley in chat and they understand how to read Manga. At first we selected
four kinds of emotions that were ‘delight’, ‘anger’, ‘sadness’ and ‘pleasure’. These
emotions are basic expressions in theater training. We indicated the subjects that
they had a chat using the four emotions according to the chat message. As the
result of this experiment, users answered they could not discriminate the ‘delight’
from ‘pleasure’, they rarely used the emotion of ‘anger’, and they wanted to use
the emotion expressing calm atmosphere. From these comments, we determined
the four emotions such as ‘the ordinary’, ‘the happiness’, ‘in trouble’ and ‘in
thinking’.

The frame expressing ‘the ordinary’ uses a basic round balloon and doesn’t use
special signs in the background so that this frame describes balanced situation.

The frame expressing ‘the pleasure’ uses a fluffy balloon to describe the at-
mosphere that the character gets lively. The character moves his/her hands to
induce an uplifting feeling. There are signs of brightness in the background.
Furthermore, we employ the composition to be looked up to express positive
impression.

The shape of balloon in the frame expressing ‘in trouble’ is awkward circle to
express a sense of anxiety. The character looks down with the sign describing cold
sweat. There are many black spaces using aggregate of lines in the background.

Many small lines are arrangement around the face of the character in the
frame of ‘in thinking’. This method gives the atmosphere to readers that the
character is shrouded in the cobweb feelings. Additionally, it is reported that
persons maintain their eye contact when they are not interested in talking with
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Fig. 4. The chat window

their partner [9][10]. We adopt this result to the character that is sunk in thought.
The character takes his/her gaze from the partner’s face.

These features are peculiar to Japanese comics.

3.5 Arrangement of Frames

Users input chat message and click the emotion button, then the system deter-
mines the position and the size of the new frames. The chat window shows two
frames at each row. One row contains two size of frames whose width is different.

The system inserts a new frame at right area in a row when the row has no
frame. When the row has one frame at right area, then a new frame is placed at
the left side and a new row is inserted below the row. Same size frames are not
placed at one row and column as shown in Fig.5. This arrangement is applied
for effects in visual guidance and preventing monotonous compositions.
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Fig. 5. The example of arranged frames

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental Outline

We conducted a comparison experiment to investigate whether users can add
nonverbal information to chat messages intuitively and whether our system can
reduce users’ burdens. Furthermore, we analyze the influence on users’ behaviors
that the agents’ aspects make. The target system for comparison is the Microsoft
Comic Chat.

Experimental subjects were 20 college students made up of 16 males and 4
females. They ordinarily used a smiley in text communication. They were divided
into ten pairs. We instructed each pair to chat for ten minutes using each system.
The five pair used our system in first and other five pair used the Microsoft
Comic Chat in first considering the influence of order effects. In both system,
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Table 1. The result of the questionnaire result on the proposed system

Questionnaire item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ave.

(i) I could choose the emotions according to 0 0 3 2 7 6 2 5.1
my messages.

(ii) I could add my emotions or intentions to 0 0 1 5 8 5 1 5.0
my messages.

(iii) I could understand emotions or intentions 0 0 0 3 7 7 3 5.5
from partner’s messages.

(iv) It was easy to understand the emotions 0 1 0 1 1 10 7 6.0
from the sequence of frames.

(v) There were many emotions I could choose. 1 4 8 6 1 0 0 3.1

(vi) The number of the emotions I could choose 1 1 8 5 3 0 2 3.8
was enough.

(vii) I felt burdened to choose the emotions. 6 6 3 1 3 1 0 2.6

(viii) The pictures in frames brought excitement 0 0 1 1 6 8 4 5.7
to the conversation.

(ix) The pictures in frames influence the 1 1 2 1 5 7 3 5.1
conversation.

(x) It was easy to understand the directions 1 1 3 4 2 3 6 4.9
of conversation in reading a log.

the subjects were imposed no restrictions in using these systems but we gave
the chat topics such as a movie, memories of a travel and the things after they
had been college students. We showed them the list of characters and emotions
preliminarily then the subjects chose one character freely. We didn’t control the
combination between the character’s gender and a participant’s gender, so some
participants play different gender character. In the end of the experiment, we
asked the subjects to answer some questions.

4.2 Experimental Result

We denote the experiment using the proposal system by expp and the experiment
using the comparison system by expc. The result of the questionnaire is described
in Table 1 and Table 2. The numbers mean the participants who selected the
point on a seven-point scale. Table 3 shows the average numbers that all subjects
sent messages.

4.3 Discussion on Transmission of Nonverbal Information

The questionnaire item (i) and (ii) are the evaluations in sending messages and
the item (iii) is the evaluation in receiving messages. As shown in Table 1 and
Table 2, the evaluation values of each item for our system exceed the values for
the comparison system, however the gap is small. From the result, it revealed
that both the systems allow users to emotional chat in the same level.
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Table 2. The result of the questionnaire result on the comparison system

Questionnaire item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ave.

(i) I could choose the emotions according to 0 1 3 4 8 3 1 4.6
my messages.

(ii) I could add my emotions or intentions to 1 1 2 3 8 2 3 4.7
my messages.

(iii) I could understand emotions or intentions 0 0 1 4 5 7 3 5.4
from partner’s messages.

(iv) It was easy to understand the emotions 3 5 5 4 1 2 0 3.1
from the sequence of frames.

(v) There were many emotions I could choose. 0 1 1 2 2 9 5 5.6

(vi) The number of the emotions I could choose 0 3 4 2 3 4 4 4.7
was enough.

(vii) I felt burdened to choose the emotions. 0 1 0 2 6 5 6 5.6

(viii) The pictures in frames brought excitement 0 2 2 2 9 3 2 4.8
to the conversation.

(ix) The pictures in frames influence the 5 4 2 5 3 0 1 3.1
conversation.

(x) It was easy to understand the directions 2 0 6 6 4 1 1 3.9
of conversation in reading a log.

Table 3. The average numbers that all subjects sent messages

Experiment expp expc

Average numbers 15.8 17.0

In this experiment, some participants played different gender character. We
conducted hearings with the pairs including the participants about the influence.
Most of them answered that they read the chat dialog with two characters as a
story of third persons rather than their agents dialog. They didn’t feel uncom-
fortable in the gender mismatch, further, part of them enjoyed the mismatch for
instance he made the female character speak with slang and the partner could
understand the intention and the situation properly.

In the free description field, participants answered it was more easy to under-
stand the partner’s emotions visually in expc because they could control intensity
of emotions even if the same emotion was chosen and they enjoyed the over ac-
tions and the reactions. In expp, they felt a flow and progress of conversation
and sometimes chose mismatched emotion purposely then enjoyed the mismatch
between the facial expression and speaking. Totally they didn’t have empathy
for the characters but they enjoyed reading and making Manga story by the
third persons in both system from the result of free descriptions and hearings.
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4.4 Discussion on Ease of Interpretation of Nonverbal Information

The participants rated higher evaluation for our system on the item (iv) in Table
1 and Table 2. Additionally, users answered that it was difficult to understand
the order of frames and messages in the comparison system, and that they could
understand the character’s helpless atmosphere easily. As the result, users can
understand the nonverbal information from the chat window in our system.

4.5 Discussion on the Number of Emotions

By comparing the result of the values of the item (v) in Table 1 and Table 2,
we obtained higher value in the comparison system than the proposed system.
On the other hand, there was little difference on the result on the item (vi).
The participants commented for our system that they had hardly any trouble in
exchanging messages and that it was just number in choosing the emotions. So
we conclude that our system satisfied users nearly as much as the comparison
system in expressing emotions even if there are few of emotions. Furthermore,
large number of emotions in the comparison system influenced the burden for
users in choosing the appropriate emotion.

4.6 Discussion on Burdens in Using the System

It is cleared that the participants felt emotionally exhausted in choosing the
emotions in expc from the values of the item (vii). They answered that choosing
the emotion is burdensome task when they wanted speedy exchange of messages
and that there were similar expressions so it was a hassle task to choose. This
result is linked to the result in subsection 4.5.

4.7 Discussion on Influence to Conversation

Finally, we discuss the result that the systems influenced to conversations. As
shown in Table 3, there are no differences on the average number that one
participant sent messages at each system. On the other hand, the result of the
item (ix) in Table 1 and Table 2 shows different value. The participants answered
that all balloons were placed at the top of each frame so they could not pay
attention to all area of frames, including in the characters illustraions in expc.
In expp, they wrote in the field of free description that they felt a sense of
movement from the camerawork and the composition.

As a result, we conclude that our system provided movement for the chat
conversation and enlivened the conversation without reducing the number of
exchange messages.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we propose a chat system incorporated Manga-style aiming to con-
vey emotional information intuitively and appropriately. The proposed system
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displays input texts and pictures including in a balloon, a background and an
emotional character that a user chooses. By the repetition of exchanging frames,
users can understand the direction of the conversation. Furthermore, they can
convey their intention to the partner and receive the partner’s intention.

We performed an experiment for comparing the proposed system and the
existing chat system. From the results of the questionnaire and analysis of log
data, our system can minimize the burden on choosing the emotions but the
ability of expression on nonverbal information is as well as the existing system.

For the next step, we should implement the feature that signs to announce
that the partner is inputting are displayed. Secondly, the participants in the ex-
periments were all Japanese. We should investigate how the difference of calture
influent the result.
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